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IN KOREA
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OCTOBER 31 IS BATE SET FOR
CAMPUS KOREAN BLOOD DRIVE
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Otwell, Other Speakers Here To
Pose Question 'Religion, So What'!
By CORALITA CARLSON

By HUBERTA WILLIAMS

Can a person be 'Religious' and still live a happy, well-adjusted
life and have 'fun'? Is there a place for religious principle and
Next Friday, October 31, a one-day blood drive will be held
on campus. Jack Mansfield, chairman of the drive, has announced
practice in the life of the college student?"
Religious Emphasis Period, which runs from next Sunday
that a Red Cross group will be at the COP gym from 1-6 on that
through Wednesday, attempts to answer these two questions for you.
day. Goal for the drive has been set at 300 pints of blood; enroll
""All other activities are being can
ment at Pacific is approximately 1000.
celled for these four days, and
The slogan, "Have a Blood Relation in Korea" has been adopted
the PSA and all other organiza
for the drive. Whether or not to give blood is an individual decision
tions on campus are sponsoring
and no intramural contest is involved.
this program to stress what reli
Students under 18 years of age may not be blood donors and
gious implications of living can
those between the ages of 18-21 must have permission from their
The following statement was mean to COP students.
parents. Permission blanks are available at the PSA office for
issued by the Interfraternity
The program will begin with a
off-campus students. Representatives of the various living groups
Council October 10 concerning mass meeting in the conservatory
are taking pledges and will give the names of those pledging to
alcoholic beverages at various on Sunday night when Dr. Her
Jack Mansfield, who will set up*
fraternity functions:
bert Otwell of the Pacific School
an appointment schedule. Mans
1.
The
fraternities
will
not
per
of
Religion will speak. Dr. Ot
DR.
HERBERT
OTWELL
field reports that the Red Cross
mit the serving of alcoholic bev well, who is to be the principal
can take 60 pints of blood an hour.
erages at any fraternity function speaker of Religious Emphasis
The representatives of the liv
either on or off campus.
Week, will also speak at Tuesday
ing groups are as follows: West
2. The fraternities will not tol chapel, the Senate meeting and at
and South Hall: Donna Betz; Tau
Radio station KCVN AM will
erate "individual drinking" at off- various group discussions with or
Kappa Kappa: Ricky Carstens; open at 6 p.m. Monday, October
ganizations and living groups.
COP and Stockton College will campus or after-campus events.
Alpha Theta Tau: Barbara Toller; 27. Engineers, including Jerry
3.
One
or
more
faculty
members
DISCUSSION
Epsilon Lambda Sigma: Paula Bogle, Keith Baker, George Sym- play host to high school and jun
One of the highlights of the
Hay ward; Mu Zeta Rho: Betty ons, and Roger Klarer, have been ior college journalists who attend will be invited to all fraternity
four-day program will be the in
Jacinto; Zeta Phi: Nadine Reason- working on a new control board the semi-annual San Joaquin Val open houses.
4. The fraternities will not per formal discussion period on Tues
er; Rho Lambda Phi: Chuck Tol- and new lines to the living groups ley Scholastic Press Association
conference here tomorrow.
mit the serving of alcoholic bev day evening. At this time each
hurst; Alpha Kappa Phi: Keith for improved reception.
Baker; Omega Phi Alpha: Dave Station KAEO, which opened in
Over 150 students from San Joa erages during or after initiation Tiving group will host a visiting
speaker who will lead an infor
Gilbert; North Hall and Quonsets: 1947, and KCVN, which has been quin, Stanislaus and Tuolumne activities.
Bob Ching; Manor Hall: Geoff in operation as an FM station, counties have registered to at
5. The administrative officers of mal discussion session based on
Thomas.
tend
this
event
which
is
designed
the
fraternities will be held re students' questions.
both will be combined in KCVN
Other meetings scheduled are
Students are requested not to AM-FM at 660 on your dial. The to spur the interest of students in sponsible for the enforcement of
the closing vesper service, panel
eat any fatty food before they AM station is owned and operated journalism and instruct them on the above provisions.
discussions and programs spondonate blood. The following are by Alpha Epsilon Rho, national new publication practices which (Signed)
sored by different religious
George
Moscone,
Rhizomia
are
used
in
other
schools.
suggestions for foods that can be radio fraternity.
groups on campus and bull-ses
Lee Kaupke, Omega Phi
eaten: Clear broth, dry toast, Programs on the campus station
The conference will begin at
sions
at 4:30 p.m. in the Anderson
Don Taf jen, Archania
roast beef, fruit or vegetable sal will be directed toward student 9:30 a.m. with registration in the
ad without dressing, fruit juices, listeners. Among programs sched conservatory lobby. Following reg In reply to this, the administra Y.
coffee or tea without cream or uled are: "Pacific Previews" with istration there will be a general tive committee issued this state COMMITTEEMEN
The following is a list of all
milk.
Nadine Reasoner; Jeanne Hardie" assembly in the auditorium with ment:
committee chairmen who worked
A donor may give blood every "International Conversation"; and John Fanucchi, publications advi
"The fraternities are to be com on the program for Religious Em
three months. Members of all ra "Football Prophet" with Dave sor of Stockton College, presiding. mended for their plans to deal phasis Period: Doris Hitch, Sun
Dr. Tully C. Knoles of College of with the drinking problem at their day evening mass meeting; Earl
ces are accepted. Persons who Gilbert.
have had infectious jaundice are Disc jockey shows, with Keith Pacific and Dr. Burke Bradley of various functions on and off cam Flegel, afternoon programs; Ed
Baker, Dick Lafferty, Bob Steres, Stockton College will give wel pus. The attached statement im
not acceptable as donors.
Womack, Monday evening pro
The Red Cross does not sell and Jim Lehmen spinning the coming addresses.
presses us as being the result of grams; Marty Kostal, Tuesday
blood to anyone. All blood re records, will be presented from 10
Seminars on the various phases some real thinking about frater chapel; Dave Wayne and Jenean
ceived by the Red Cross is do to 11 every night.
|of journalism will be held from nity life and its relationship to Frane, Wednesday vespers; Ursu
News reports of both world and 10:30 to 12:15. The meetings will
nated and the Defense Depart
the larger life of the college.
la Herrick, general promotion;
ment pays the costs of processing campus events will be given at be on business management, year
Don Cunningham, "Go to church
"The
College
of
the
Pacific
ac
and shipping blood. The organi various times.
books, sports reporting, editing cepts students from many walks followup"; Phil Wogaman, gen
Big wheels at KCVN this sem the school newspaper and news;
zation has no authority over use
eral committee chairman; Mar
of the blood by the Defense De ester are: Station Manager, Keith feature and editorial writing. Dur of life. Though the college makes ian Gercke, general committee
every
attempt
to
attract
students
Baker; Program Director, Jeanne ing this time there will also be a
partment.
secretary; Dr. A1 Painter, direc
Hardie; Continuity Director, Jan special faculty round table dis whose personal conduct is good, tor; Miss Harriet Sheldon, fac
it
does
not
require
of
them
pledges
Terbeck; Chief Announcer, Bob cussion.
of abstinence, rather it provides ulty; Dean Berthoff, Dean Mon
Steres; Special Events Director,
The group will have luncheon in the setting where a social occa roe, and Dean Betz, administra
Jerry Bogle; Sports Director, Anderson Hall at 12:30 and Avery
Dave Gilbert; Sales Director, Kizer of the Stockton Record will sion can be and is a success with tion.
This is the scheduled program
out the accompaniment of drink
Panhellenic Sorority rushing Chuck Hinkle; Music Director, be the speaker.
for the four-day period. Informal
ing.
for the fall semester began yes John Orton; Chief Engineer, Jim
In the afternoon a tour will be
discussions, etc., will be added ac
terday afternoon at 4 o'clock with Lehman; Publicity Director, Roz conducted through the Record NONE AT ALL
cording to the convenience of the
Sloss.
an orientation meeting.
It requests that there be no participants.
plant.
Sign up for rushing continues
The College of Pacific will play drinking on campus or at any
Dr. Otwell, the main speaker,
in the Deans' office until Monday,
host to the students and their ad college event and that students not will speak at a mass meeting in
October 27, at 4:15. Women who
visors in the evening, providing be on campus under the effects the conservatory on Sunday evendid not attend the orientation
tickets to the COP-San Diego of alcohol. The statement of the
(Continued on Page 21
meeting may still sign up with
Navy football game for all those interfraternity council in effect
the Dean of Women and attend
The COP Senate has approved who are able to stay for the event supports this policy.
the rushing functions.
a temporary allotment to campus
"We are informing you of this
Thursday evening, October 30, publications.
action in order that you may give
will be the Opening Rushing Tea.
One thousand dollars has been
the fraternity leaders the full
An informal invitational Coke appropriated for the Pacific
measure of your support. If alum
Last Wednesday Dr. Edwin
Date will follow Saturday after Weekly, and 100 dollars for the
ni, faculty, administration, and
Ding, Professor of Economics,
noon, November 1. Informal din Naranjado, the funds having been
undergraduate pull together on
went to St. Joseph's Hospital to
ners will be held at the separate alloted in order to carry the pub
this problem, we may rightly ex
undergo a very serious operation.
houses throughout the next week. lications over until the regular
pect fraternities to be even more
He is expected to remain in the
Monday, November 10, will be sum has been decided on.
effective campus organizations."
hospital for a minimum of eight
pledging in the individual houses
The amount of the final appro
days and will then be convalesc
(Signed)
EDWARD S. BETZ
Open bidding privileges will be priation will not be known for
ing at home for a month.
Dean
of
Men
drastically curtailed this semester. some time.

- - Remember, You Guys
You Promised - -

Radio Pacific Reopens
To Operate As KCVN,
AM-FM Combined Sta. Pacific-SG Play Host
To Young Journalists

Pan Hel Rush Silence
Begins Next Monday

Senate Loosens Purse
Strings A Moment

Dr. Ding Undergoes
Gritieal Operation

Graduating In June? Cunningham-Waggoner Represent
'BISHOP MISBEHAVES' New Shows Are letter Check This List
Pacific At the WOS Conference
The COP Registrar's Office has
OPENED FIVE KITE
Kane Waggoner and Don Cun colleges and universities throUl
released a tentative graduation
Aired on KCVN list
RUN ON CAMPUS
for June 7, 1952. Any add! ningham, as PSA delegates, re out the free world.
KCVN, your campus station,
cently attended a Northern Cali
Page 2 — PACIFIC WEEKLY — Friday, Oct. 24, 1952

The WUS program, direct
tions or corrections should be
The first Pacific Theatre pro
located at 660 on your radio dial, taken up with Mrs. Grace Buck fornia meeting of the World Uni mainly at South Asia this year
duction of the year, "The Bishop
will present college shows aimed of the Registrar's Office imme versity Service in La Honda.
Pakistan, the Republic of In'
Misbehaves," opened last night in
at campus interests.
diately.
nesia,
and Thailand — is b a s e d
Thirty representatives from
the first of five scheduled per
"Pacific Previews," produced
formances.
Byron Gordon Abrew, -Toshio eight universities attended the the principle of self-help. H
Combining the abilities of by Nadine Reasoner, will be heard Akita, Donna C. Alberti, Roberts three-day meeting, which was not a charity project. Students s
many seasoned Pacific actors and each Monday night giving a Syers Anderson, Joan Marie Ar- the first event in the year's pro helped to help themselves.
t
the talent of the author, Fredriel resume of the coming week's bios, Esther Asay, Barbara Bagli- gram to provide strategic assist
Dr. Alexander Miller of
Jackson, "The Bishop" provides doings and highlighting certain ni, Keith Nevins Baker, Sherlie ance to students and professors at Stanford University department
a full evening of light-hearted events by having guests speak in Ann Baysinger, Don Reginald Beireligion opened the conferer
behalf of their groups. The first ter III, William Bertie, Frank
entertainment.
with an address: "The U n i v <
Members of the cast and the show featured Homecoming with Richard Bevilaqua, Margaret Jane
sity in a World in R e v o l u t i o i
characters they portray are: Bill guests Diane Strand covering the Bobbitt, James P. Broderick, Lor
Richard Weisman, Stanford S"<
Sibley, the Bishop of Broadmini- dance, Barney Nelson queen con raine Christine Budiselich.
dent Body President, and
P£
test,
and
Chuck
Tolhurst
the
pa
ster; Bobbie Andress, the Bishop's
t
Frank Joseph Callahan, Mari
"The Clown Who Ran Away," Cunliffe of U.C. co-chaired
sister; Larry Berscheid, Red Eag- rade and the activities of tiie lyn Suiyin Ching, Janice Phylia play aimed at an elementary conference.
game.
an;
Marshall
Breeden,
Mr.
da Comstock, James Darrell Craw
Mrs. Roberta Evans Wilson J
"Meet the Deans," a Jim Spigh ford, Barbara Ann Cunningham, school audience, will be produced
Brooke; Ray Fry,'
Guy
nj-, u
u y Waller;
wauer;1
in a month by the Pacific Theatre. ported on the WUS Technical -A
r
Marge Kenny, Mrs. Waller; Dick; P °duction, has featured both lone Anne Cunningham, Denise
sistance Conference held in Del
Interested stqdents from any de
Merrifield, Donald Meadows;!Miss Harriett Monroe and Mr. Ed Sebia Davis, Rodney Todd DeHolland,
this summer. R e p r e s e n t
Barbara Moore, Hester Grantham; Betz- with Geoff Thomas, Bob Cristofaro, Margaret Ann Del- partment of the college will be tives of the American Associate
Steres,
Bev
Borror,
and
Jeanne
used
for
the
production.
In
addi
Bill Primrose, Collins; and Rudy
phy, Arnold David Donnelly, Dion
for the United Nations and of tl
Hardie in discussions on fraternity Uriel East, Charles Easterbrook, tion to the actors and technicians,
Solari Frenchy.
American Friends Service Coi
and
sorority
rushing.
people
are
needed
on
publicity
and
DeMarcus Brown directed the
Laura Ruth Ensor, Josephine Saimittee
also attended the mepromotion.
Students from other countries to Espineda.
play, Anthony Reid designed the
Along with them were forei
are
presented
on
"An
Interna
sets and Art Dull was the stage
There will be matinee perform students from Europe, India, a:
Stanley Melvin Farquhar, Helen
tional Conversation," produced by Marie Flaharty, Geraldine Anne ances in the upstairs theatre on
manager.
Indonesia, who were present to
The play will run tonight and Jeanne Hardie. Ray Salsbury, re Gall, Joseph Gallegos, Jack Low successive Saturday afternoons j port directly upon education
Thursday, Friday and Saturday cently from London, England, is ell Gaunt, Donna Eilene Gebhart, and the group will also go on a conditions in their countries,
nights of next week; curtain time the first featured COP student.
Donald E. Giles, Virginia M. Gra tour of valley towns.
KCVN programming will in ham, Patricia Ann Greene, Daris 8:30. PSA members should
FILM REVIEWED
Anyone interested in partici
present their cards at the theatre clude all forms of musical shows, lene Norma Grenz, Richard Henry
A special feature for WUS de
box office for the reserved seat personality record shows, campus Halley, Adele Mildred Hardebeck, pating in this production may gates was a preview of the fil
tickets which were included in news, national and local sports Jeanne Ellen Hardie, Joan Ethel sign up in the Pacific Theatre "Their Future is Our Future,"
office.
news, and special events.
the PSA Card price this year.
be released in November.
TJ
Harrison, Karma Cundell Hill, Arfilm was narrated by its produc e
deshir Hosseinnia, Gail Marie
director, Baron Geza de Rosne
Housman, Robert Michael Hud
son, Fred Ayer Hutchinson.
former Hungarian Olympic sta i
(Continued from page 1)
Alfred Taro Ishida, Donald Rob
The major purpose of the eo
ert Jessup, Gordon L. Johnson, ing at 8:00 p.m. Following the ference was to acquaint the de.
As the national election looms Edward H. Kahn, Albert J. Kel mass meeting, the Newman Club gates with the program of no
closer, discussions around campus ler, Alice Jane Lacey, Joy Dean will sponsor a reception for Dr. partisan WUS which is made po
concerning "Ike" and Adlai grow Laten, Ronald Dale Leineke, Mari- Otwell in the Anderson Y.
sible largely through the supp< .
more intense and heated.
len Luke, Thomas Mike McCorof students and professors
Several
small
meetings
are
be
However in Mr. Granville Bas mick, Helen Lindsey McLeod,
American colleges and univer^
ing
planned
for
Monday.
The
se's speech classes, students are Mary Louise McMaster, Beverly
ties. This program, launched i
Christian
Science
group
will
meet
industriously attempting to look J. Mahon, Fred Louis Miller,
1937 to aid students in Nationa 1 i He said, 'When our daugh
at both sides of the subject in an Joyce Emily Milne, Fernando Mo in the chapel at 5:00 p.m.; a China, is now operating in
3
"joint
Y
meeting"
will
have
a
objective manner. They are en reno.
ter gets married, I won't
countries
as
a
channel
for
univer
discussion period with Dr. Otwell
deavoring to establish what is of
Margaret Jane Nash, Clarence
sity development and assistanc
think of it as losing a
greater benefit to the American Nevis, Jr., Mary Newport, Diana from 6:00 to 7:30; and the senate around the world.
will hear him at 7:30. The C.S.T.A.
public.
daughter, I'll think of it as
Ruth Noble, J. Kenneth O'DoughDon and Kane had another re
plans to have a panel on "Moral
Each
member
of
the
class
has
erty,
Betty
Jean
Ojeda,
Jojin
Hu
gaining a bathroom.'
selected a subject such as Social bert Orton, Wanda Maxine Os and Spiritual Values in Educa son for their trip. They were ser.
Security or Natural Resources borne, Horton A. Peckenpaugh tion" and other groups may yet to discover the most efficient wa
The fact is that young la
and has gathered all possible III, Gloria Jewell Peterson, Vir outline similar programs for Mon to conduct a WUS drive on can:
pus, and to educate the campus i i
material put out by each party ginia Ann Peyton, Eleanor Char day night.
dies seem to be naturally
the worth of the program.
periodicals and other literature, lotte Rodman, Allen L. Russ.
Tuesday chapel will feature Dr.
prone to look their best.
Last year the WUS carniva
and interviewing faculty members
Evelyn Lucille Schaffnit, Nor Otwell speaking and the music of
After research is completed, man James Schultz, Dona Claire the A Cappella Choir. In the even was a Mardi Gras weekend evenBut with young men it's
the student speaker will present Scott, William Richard Sharkey, ing each living group will have Pacific managed $74, while Ya 1different — they're just
the viewpoints of both groups, Jr., Russ Shepherd, Carol Diane its discussion with an outside Divinity School in a similar drivraised $7,000.
naturally "prone".
without disclosing the names of Simmons, Irene Chu Lin Siu, Ed speaker.
the parties connected. When all ward Norman Skibby, Patricia
The Religious Emphasis Period
the speeches have been presented, Caroleen Smith, Margo Steninger,
However even in the prone
will culminate with a vesper pro
a poll will be taken on all the is Irwin Robert Steres, Diane Dolo
gram in the chapel at 7:00 p.m.
sues.
position our slacks are
res Strand, Mary Ellen Stuart.
Wednesday evening.
"right".
Gerald V. Taylor, Jane C. Tay
A conference on mental healti
lor, Janet Rose Terbeck, Jan
Attention, credential candi problems will be held at Colleg,
Claire Thompson, Yvonne Mae dates :
Sport Coats may be had at
of Pacific on Saturday, Nov. 1
Thompson, Joyce C. Thorington,
FOR
Next Thursday, October 30 is under the auspices of the Sai
a slight additional charge
Dan Perkins Thornton, Barbara
Ann Toller, James W. Trahern, the last time the ACE test will Joaquin County Mental Healtl
—GASP!
Jr., Stanley Gordon Volbrecht, Ed be given. All transfer students Society and the Pacific Clinica
na Mae Ward, David Boyd Wayne, who have missed the first test Services.
SEE ME—
Dr. Oliver E. Byrd of Stanforr
Henry Sterling Welch, Marilyn are requested to appear for
University is the principal guest
Joan Wilcox, James Lee Williams, the final one.
The date again in October 30, speaker and will address , the
Helen Ann Wolber, Milton David
11 o'clock a.m., room 109 Ban opening session on "Understand
Wolf,
Edwin
Baxter
Womack,
Earl
AND ALL YOUR
nister Hall.
M. Woodward.
ing Common Emotional Need."
In addition to the opening ses
PHOTO NEEDS
sion there will be a series of spe
cial films on common mental
health problems shown as a bastThe after-game dance this week
Jeanette Olson, decorations; Janet for the group discussion. A panel
end will be sponsored by the class
Baun, chaperones; Bud Hurst, re of 21 leaders will serve as chair
of '55.
freshments.
Jim Butler's band is men and consultants for these
It is being held in the Gym to
morrow night from 10:30 to 12:00; providing the music and Dr. and discussions.
The workshop and conference is
the dress is dressy sport. Brooks Mrs. Wilfred Mitchel, Dean and
for
parents, teachers, social work
Gibbons,
vice
president
of
the
2034 Pacific Ave.
1718 Pacific Ave.
Mrs. Elliott Taylor and Mr. and ers and anyone else who is inter
sophomore class, is chairman.
Mrs. Charles La Monde will serve ested in the positive aspects of
Her committee chairmen are: as chaperones.
mental health.

Children's Play Open

Speech Glasses Work
Gn Election Issues

R. E. WEEK

Is
Conference Subject

FLQCK -Now

HALLOWEEN
FILM FUN

<L

Sophs Sponsors After-Game Dance

0 *for.

ihoP

CameraCIc

L
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTIZERS
I

Represent KCVN RADIO SCHEDULE
for the week of October 27 - 30
GOP At Welfare Meet
Roz' Return Marks End
Dr. Harold S. Jacoby and Mr.
Of Courageous Battle
Edward S. Esser were represen

'Jake'-Esser
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tatives of College of Pacific at the
Annual Conference on "The di
rection and Improvement of In
struction and on Child Welfare,"
held at Long Beach October 12
through 15.
The theme of the conference
was "The Impact of Changing
Community Life on Education in
California." Thirty-four different
study groups were set up to dis
cuss sub-headings of this main
topic.
Three other educators repre
sented the Stockton School Dis
trict. They are: Mrs. Uriel Shields,
acting co-ordinator of elementary
education, who headed the Exe
cutive Committee; Doris Standerfer, co-ordinator of Art Education,
who acted as chairman of the Pro
fessional Committees; and Jeffrey
B. West, Co-ordinator of Audio
visual Services and Supervisor of
Elementary Science.

FOR A LONG TIME we've suspected
that today's college man would
no longer "gladly die for dear
old Siwash." Neither does he play
ukuleles and sing "Alma Mater"
at the drop of a beanie.
We believe, too, that when it
comes to sportshirts the college
man is no different from his older
brother in town. He doesn't go for

TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
MONDAY
6:00 Dinner Concert 6:00 Dinner Concert 6:00 Dinner Concert
7:00
News
7 :00 News
7:00 News
7:05 Black & White 7:05 Words & Music 7:05 Black & White
7:15
Band
7:15 Guest Star
7:15 Here's to Vets
of the Week
7 :30 Jeffersonian
7:30 Lullaby
7:30 Standard
Heritage
of Broadway
School
8:00 Strictly
8:00 Strictly
Broadcast
Instrumental
Instrumental
8:00 Headlines That 8:15 Cavalcade
8:15 Cavalcade
Make History
Chorus
Chorus
8:15 International
8:30 Meet the Dean
8:30 Nat'l Guard
Conversation
8:45 Musical
8:45 Pacific
8:30 Latin Lyrics
Portraits
Previews
8:45 Voice
9:00 Symphonic
9:00 Symphonic
of America
Tempos
Tempos
9 :15 Symphonic
9 :00 Coffee Time
9:15 Symphonic
Tempos
9:15 Coffee Time
Tempos
9:40 Movie Review 9:40 Campus News
9:40 Campus News
9:45 Levee Serenade 9:45 Showers
9 :45 Showers
10:00 Dream Awhile
Showcase
Showcase
11:00 Sign Off
10:00 Dick's Daze
10:00 Music
11:00 Sign Off
of the Ages
11:00 Sign Off

THURSDAY
6:00 Dinner Concert
7:00 News
7:05 Words & Music
7:15 Serenade
in Blue
7:30 Lullaby
of Broadway
8:00 Headlines That
Make History
8:15 Women's
Corner
8:30 Gershwin Spin
8:45 Novelty Notes
9 :00 Football
Prophet
9:15 Cavalcade
of Jazz
9:40 Payroll
Savings Show
9:45 Levee Serenad
10:00 Jumpin'
Jim's Jag
11:00 Sign Off

TV Press Conference Express Student Views

Junior Press Conference, a new
network television program dedi
cated to expressing the views and
opinions of
college students
throughout the United States, will
"soon be seen in Stockton.
The show, a panel consisting of
four college correspondents from
various campus newspapers, will

fads and screwball styles. But he
does go for smartness, good work
manship ... and above all, value.
That is why we believe you'll like
the new selection of sportshirts by
Manhattan®. For they have all these
qualities, plus a distinctive air that
sets them above the ordinary shirt.
So ask for Manhattan ... the
college man's sportshirt.

interview well-known political,
scientific, and other outstanding
leaders of our day on up-to-theminute controversial issues.
Junior Press Conference will be
seen on the ABC television hook
up. The creator and moderator of
the program is Mrs. Ruth Geri
Hagy.

confinement, Roz' courage was
her biggest asset. She was deter
mined to get well. Friends who
visited her or wrote to her were
By PAT LAMB
Yes, she's really got what it impressed with her cheerfulness,
her ever-present sense of humor
takes.
Last February Roz Sloss, one of and ability to make jokes about
the busiest little gals on campus, herself and the nuisances of her
contracted polio. Before she had
confined condition.
a chance to decide what had hap
Roz' cheerful determination
pened, she was bed-ridden and
won out in the end. For last Sep
paralyzed from the neck down.
It would be hard for any of us tember she re-entered COP and
to give up our life of average started back to her classes — just
activity, but it was doubly hard seven months after she was strick
for Roz to leave her interests and en with polio. It would seem a
school. That summer she had miraculous recovery; yet not so
spent working with the drama de miraculous if you know Roz.
Her schedule list isn't as full
partment at the Fallon House
Theatre in Columbia; she had as she'd like it to be, and she has
just finished one of the comedy to rest a little more than she
roles in "Goodbye My Fancy." wants to, but she's back again
She was working on her own dog and building up her activities. She
training class, and she was plan is assisting on radio shows at
ning a busy year at radio station KCVN and is starting her dog
training class again. Her own
KCVN.
In the beginning her doctors collie won a championship while
weren't sure that she would ever she was recovering. She is the
walk again; in fact, at first they senior representative on West
weren't sure what to call the dis-1 Hall's council. Her future looks
ease that had paralyzed her.
'very bright, and we wish her all
However, throughout her whole the luck in the world.

They protect the American way of life

our homes, our freedoms, our future,

Shirts, neckwear,
underwear, pajamas,
sportshirts,
beachwear and
handkerchiefs

WHERE To Get More Details
I rr\
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Vf'Tvi. w
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Visit your nearest U. S. Air Force Base or write direct
to Aviation Cadet, Headquarters, U. S. Air Force
Washington 25, D. C.
I-,

pjl qt

3

AIRCRAFT
OBSERVER

U.S. AIR FORGE
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THE FLEETS

NAVY READY FOR BENGALS

S. D. BOASTS STAR STUDDED LINEUP
By NORM HARRIS

Freshmen Pigskinne
Beat San Jose 18-2

With quarterback Bill
I connecting on 14 out of 26 P£
the Pacific Frosh pigski r
rolled over and through the
Jose State yearlings by a s
of 18-2. On the first play
scrimmage Jacobs faked a 1"
off to Lynn Swanson who
stopped at the line of scrim rr
As the referee, who was
faked on the handoff to Swar
was blowing his whistle to
the play halfback Wills "W-a loping 60 yards to a touch<3
| which was called back.
Using the platoon system,
Bengals had too much Tiger 1
I er for the Staters. It was "V
who hit pay dirt twice for
' Tigers and Ron Byrnes, who I
I suffered a slight concus;
scored the other. The Spar
scored their two points when 1
[nailed Jacobs in the End Zor.
Captains for the game were
I nis McDaniel and Byron W i I
muth and although every
played an excellent game the
standing players were guard J
Witter and safety A1 Culp.

The Fleets In! This saying will be readily realized by many people
tomorrow night when they view the 1952 edition of the San Diego
Naval Training Center football team in action. A fleet of big, ex
perienced linemen, followed by a host of sharp-running, goodpassing backs and ably-coached by Tay Brown who coached Compton Junior College teams to eight conference crowns and three
mythical national titles. Last year, he coached the Naval Training
Center team to its first 11th Naval District crown besides breaking
even with his college opponents. His teams romped over San Jose
State and Loyola of Los Angeles while losing only to undefeated
University of San Francisco and perenially potent University of
Southern California.
The Bluejacket team is very*
strong, having a wealth of experi
215 lb. 6' 3", end from Vanderbilt,
enced men to choose from and led
and George Pelonis, 190 lbs. 6' 2
by such top men as Bucky Curtis,
end from University of Califor
nia. At tackles they have Ben Lardizobal, 220 lb. former Southern
California Trojan and Russ Faul
kinberry, 237 lb. tackle from Van
derbilt college, who was placed
on All Southeastern conference
team for 1950 and 1951. Guards
will be ably manned by Bill Ward
225-pounder from University of
Arkansas and Bob Zelinka 190
pounder from U. C. L. A. At
center Mickey Adza, 215 pound
former Santa Claran will prob
ably get the starting nod.
PRO BACKFIELD
The starting quarterback will
EARL CALL
In its first meeting of the y
be Southpaw Wilbur Robertsan,
1508 West Lane
ten letter winners were initi
former USC passing great, half
Stockton
into the Block P Club. The
backs will be Odie Poser, negro
business of the day other t
AIl-American from the L.A. Rams
BETTY VOLL
initiation was the election of
By WATTY
and Jim Waddell from Compton
3204 Sanguinetti Lane
College. At fullback will be stocky
Because of his outstanding run last year to go, that they drafted cers for the coming year,
Stockton
following were elected to ofi
Jim Monachino former California ning against San Jose State last
him for their professional jugger Tom McCormick, president; I
Bear who placed honorable men week, Tom McCormick was cho
naut in 1953.
Batten, vice-president; Walt Br
tion Ail-American and first string sen Player of the Week at the
DON'T FORGET
It's hard for a football player, secretary; Ron Leineke and Je
all-coast in 195.
Monday evening meeting of the
no matter how good he is, to make | Streeter, executive committee.
This starting lineup is backed Quarterback Club.
to e n t e r t h i s w e e k ' s
an Ail-American rating if he's
After elections Buzzy
KL
up by such men as George MusAccepting his gifts very gra
sacco, former fullback at Loyola ciously, one of which was a beau from a small school. After the outgoing president, turned
University; Bill Powers, three- tiful wrist watch, Tom looked Eddie Le Baron ballyhoo, valley meeting over to the newly elec
year letterman halfback from around the room at the 200 peo fans have seen that. It takes pub McCormick. Desire to make
USC; Werner Erscher and Burt ple who turned up at the meeting. licity and plenty of it. So, if this Block P a more active organ
Tilbs, both two-year lettermen This time it wasn't the usually writer and the Weekly, in its tion on campus is one of
linebackers from UCLA; Bob jovial Tom who spoke — it was small way, can put Tom McCor prexy's big aims.
Boyd 9.5 100 yard dash man who a very serious and slightly fired- mick on the road to being (an All
American, our goal will be
also played offensive end for the up Tom.
Oct. 25
achieved.
Los
Angeles
Rams
during
the
1951
COL. OF PACIFIC
"I've heard talk going around
season; Dewey McCornnell 1951
Score
Take 2nd In a Row
Ail-American defensive end from that San Diego Navy is gonna
San Diego NAVY
walk all over us this weekend,"
University of Wyoming and a host
The COP Tigers water ^
Score
he said. "Well, I'm going to tell
of other excellent men.
squad
gained their second wir
you people one thing — we're not
The Bluejacket team has men
a row on October 20 by dump
afraid
of
them,
so
why
should
from California, UCLA, USC you be?"
1. What Pacific defensive stal the Santa Clara Broncos 12-0
This week one of the top
wart receives on the average of 30 the Bronc's tank. Scoring at
Southern Methodist, Arkansas,
service teams in the nation
"While it's true that injuries fan letters per week from — the
Oklahoma, Oregon, and various
vies with the College of the
the water Tigers never exer
will
weaken us slightly, you're third grade?
other college teams, and also
Pacific Tigers in the Valley
themselves. The Bon-Bon brc
going
to
see
a
real
cat-fight
out
about eight men who have played
Bowl. Which will it be, San
2. Originator of the "social head ers scored seven of the
pro-football for such teams as there Saturday night and if our fake" is frosh basketeer?
Diego Navy or Pacific?
Walt making 5 and Jim throw
boys
have
anthing
to
say
about
it,
L.A. Rams, S.F. 49'ers and N.Y
in 2.
Enter this week's contest
3.
Latest
evening
sport
craze
to
we're going to win this one."
Yankees.
anytime up to one hour be
Last Saturday the
__
A few sheepish grins were ex hit the campus is?
WON 4 LOST 2
fore game time. Every win
hibited through the crowd as Tom
4. BOP-JOKE: Linebackers Her trounced the California Mariti
ner gets 10 free gallons!
The Navy team goes into the was given a thunderous ovation.
bert and Mendonca overheard Sat. Academy of Vallejo 11-5 in
game tomorrow night with two
At the football coaches' luncfi- night: Mendonca, "Where is the home pool. The Bengals show
losses in six games losing only to eon in San Francisco Monday, Bob ball carrier?" Herbert, "He's their water supremacy over
Finest Gasoline
the Los Angeles Rams and USC Bronyan, San Jose Coach, de gone. Mendonca, "Oh that crazzy Vallejo boys before a crowd f
for Less!
Trojans. The Bluejackets out scribed Tommy as "an All-Ameri- ballcarrier, he really knows how of homecoming grads. Every m
gained and outdowned the Trojans can if there ever was one."
on the team scored with the
to live!"
but could not find a way to outception
of goalie Jerry Smith.
Quoth the Spartan coach, "I've
score the Trojans. The Bluejack watched McCormick in action for Answers
As this story went to press t
1. A1 Dattola
ets have had a two-week layoff in three years now, and he has every
Tigers were slated to play jy
2.
Bob "Schroeder" McGowen
preparation for College of Pacific thing it takes to be an All-Ameridesto J.C. at the Pirate pool W"«
3. TV at Epsilon
and they are decidedly eager to can. He can play defense, run
nesday and will host the stroknock
off
Pacific.
Olympic
Club tomorrow at 3 p
2 4 HOUR STATIONS
like a crazy man; he's a team
The Tigers have many men on in the home plunge. This gar
COP is looking forward to the leader; he can pass and kick and
the injured list. Out for this will give a good test of the Tige
game for if the Tigers can van his spirit is phenominal."
El Dorado at Harding Way
week's game and possibly moje, water polo strength.
quish their military foes they
Of course, this isn't letting the
• PAYROLL CHECKS
again will be rated as one of the Tigerville fans in on something are End Wes Mitchell, End HarCASHED FREE!
top Independents. The Tigers they didn't already know. Around land Berndt, Tackle Burt Dela- FRESHMAN BASKETBALL
need
this one, the Bluejackets here we think of "Terrible Tom" van, and Safety Man Jim Powell.
The Freshman basketball tea
S T O C K T O N
Hampered with minor injuries will play the preliminaries to mo
want this one, so look for a ter as the best ever, and so, evidently,
are Bill Kelley with a bad ankle
rific game tomorrow night.
do the Los Angeles Rams. It was and Gordy Johnson with no teeth. of the varsity's games at hon
this season.

WHO

GUESSED
THE SCORE
LAST V/EEK?

TOM McCORMICK AWARDED
PLAYER OF THE WEEK

BLOCK P MEETITs

FOOTBALL

SCORE-GUESSING
CONTEST!

Water Poloists Win

RON'S
SPORT quiz

/<

REGAL

BASKETBALL STARTS
By BUD

rcv,>

Sports Editor — GENE SOSNICK

COP EDGED BY SAN10SE 28 - 21
Aplanalp Stars, As GOP Pass Defense Weak
Will Bengals Quit? ?
By ED IiAHN

COP suffered a double loss last Saturday night to the San
Jose State Spartans, 26-21, not only on the scoreboard, but in their
hearts and bodies as well.
This disheartening defeat was handed them in the waning
seconds of the game, apparently after they thought, as did the
fans, they had the game wrapped up.

HEARTSTOPPER

The game had all the earmarks
of a Bill Stern Sportscast, as Roy
Hiram, the boy who fumbled a
punt to set up what looked like
the Bengal's winning touchdown,
scored with only 24 seconds re
maining, to give his teammates a
hard-fought victory.
The Tigers could scarcely be
lieve their loss, as they stood on
the field after the game counting
and recounting the points on the
scoreboard. But it was there in
black and white.
And then the Tigers had some
more counting to do. In licking
their wounds, they found that
their fur was torn and ragged.
Injured in the fray were many key
men, who will probably miss the
San Diego Navy game.

WILL TIGERS GIVE UP?

Will the Tiger no longer fight
as they did last season after los
ing to Denver U? This is the big
question, with even a bigger ques
tion mark. Everyone remembers
how Pacific was on their way to a
successful season, up to that fa
tal tilt. Four quarters of hardfought ball found the Pac-Cats on
the short end of a 35-33 score.
The rest is history: what was
thought to be an even battle
turned out to be a runaway, with
USF running circles around the
Tigers, in the game following
Denver. And then the Spartans,
oh that name again, finished their
season, and ours too, with a stun
ning 7-0 upset.

FIVE TOUGH ONES
And now the Tigers are in the
middle of their season with five
tough games looming up, and a
post-season tilt to boot. Some
might wonder if the Bengals will
be deserving of the Hawaii trip
if they fold a la last season.
Needless to say, it's up to the
COP reserves to give the team a
will to win.
It is agreed by all that the Ben
gal lads did fight tooth and nail
with the Spartans, but it is also
agreed that the Bengals could
have been sharper on their block
ing and tackling.

NAVY FIRST HARD ONE

Tomorrow night's game with
San Diego Navy will prove a
Point, one way or another. COP
will have to play the best brand
of ball they ever have played if
they hope to defeat this Navy out
fit, and even if they do play well
they still might lose, as San Diego
lays claim to one of the best units
on the coast. Knowing that a loss
quite possible, is Pacific likely
to quit? If they do, their major
league status goes down the drain
along with their will to win.
So, you Orange and Black Ti
gers, WILL YOU COME BACK?
Our answer will be in the sta
dium tomorrow night.

Intramural Golf
Sign-up Now
If you know how to use the busi
ness end of a golf club, make
sure you are signed up for the
coming intramural tournament.
Don't hesitate too long, for he who
hesitates is lost. The sign-up
deadline is at present set for the
first of November.
As yet only eight people have
indicated that they are interested.
North Hall has generated the
greatest amount of enthusiasm,
posting four entries: Art Wilson,
A1 Culp, Tony Geramia, and Ed
Dean. Omega Phi and Rhizomia
follow with three apiece. The
Phoo's have listed Lee Tucker,
Bob Doan, and Walt Baun, while
Rhizomia has listed Chuck Tolhurst, Ira Blalock, and Reginald
Carnie. Archania at this time has
no entrants.
Dr. Voltmer of the P.E. depart
ment would like to see all people
interested in improving their golf
game out on the green. The larger
the field the better. Play will be
held on the new Swenson course
north of the campus.
The reward for a first place will
be an intramural belt-buckle.
A second will be good for a
medal, and all will be rewarded
with the enjoyment of having
participated in a good, clean,
competitive contest. So come on
sign up, and enjoy yourself.

Ex COP Gridders
In Pro Ball

Taking a quick rundown on
how former COP footballers are
faring with the play-for-money
boys,
Before resigning as head coach
of the Los Angeles Rams, Joe
Stydahar classed Duane Putnam
as the best rookie he has this year.
Jack "Moose" Myers, former
Pacific mentor, is still banging
away as first string fullback for
the Rams.
Through some misunderstand
ing, Keever Jankovich was cut
from the Cleveland Brown squad,
but his ability was not long to
go unrecognized as he was
quickly signed by the Dallas
Texans, who incidently, just re
leased Sid Hall.
Eddie Macon and Bob Moser
are teammates once more, as they
both are hustling on the Chicago
Bears' Defensive unit
And last but not least, AilAmerican Eddie LeBaron has the
thankless job of piloting the
highly undermanned Washington
Redskins.
You might also be interested in
knowing that "little" COP has
had more football players drafted
than any other college in the na
tion.
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WATKINS

Basketball at COP swung into
the second week of informal prac
tice with the Bengals running
through ball handling drill and
conditioning exercises.
Thus far, guards Gene Sosnick,
JC All-American in 1950, and
Geoff Thomas, student-body high
potentate, are showing up well.
Forwards Buzz Kahn and Lee
Kaupke and center Kane Wag
goner are also looking sharp.
Though there are no definite
combinations or strings assigned
as yet, here are a few of the boys
who will be seeing a lot of action
this year.
Forward Buzz Kahn reported
for practice Monday after being
on the sidelines for two weeks
with a muscle injury. The addi
tion of the six foot letterman will
greatly aid the Tigers.
Gene Sosnick, mighty mite of
COP basketball, will more than
likely be the "quarterback" in the
Tigers system of play. The fivefoot seven-inch guard was the
second leading scorer on the Ben
gal squad. His jump shot, off a
fake is one of the hardest to stop.
Guard Dale Clipper is a strong
rebounder, and coupled with 6' 5"
Eldon Kidd af center, the Tigers
may be a trifle rugged under
those backboards this year.

Pacific Coast Football At A Clance
By GENE SOSNICK

Last week's thriller saw Paul Cameron's UCLA Bruins take
the Stanford Indians 24..-14. Cal didn't waste much effort in downing
hapless Santa Clara. Southern California shutout Oregon State as
expected. Down in Tigerville, renewing the annual rivalry in the
Valley Bowl, a surprising San Jose State eleven led by QB Lynn
Aplanalp turned the tables on College of Pacific as they pulled a
victory out of the hat in the last 24 seconds with Hawaiian-born
Roy Hiram racing 39 yards to pay dirt to break the Tigers' back.
GAME OF THE WEEK

Cal, one of the greatest offensive ballclubs in the nation, takes
on USC, one of the greatest defensive units in the nation. To most
fans this game looks to be a toss-up. The winner of this one may
possibly and probably be the representative of the Pacific Coast
in the Rose Bowl January 1st.
UCLA faces very potent Wisconsin in what should be a real
battle. UCLA is undefeated and has a good crack at the roses in
Pasadena. Wisconsin upset by Ohio State in a closie, was the Big
Ten favorite; they still look like the choice of the Big Ten. The
Bruins' great tailback, Paul Cameron, may see limited action to
morrow so he may be at full strength when UCLA invades Berkeley
next week.
DOWN ON THE FARM

Stanford faces Washington tomorrow. The Huskies are fresh
from their 49 to 0 slaughter over Oregon, and it might be a better
game than expected. Washington boasts the best passer in the
nation in Don Heinrich.
Washington State and Oregon State will battle it out in a game
that is rated a toss-up.
INDEPENDENTS

College of Pacific will go up against the strongest service team
in the country as they meet the San Diego Navy in Stockton. The
navy boasts many college stars andpros, plus plenty of weight.
PREDICTIONS
Santa Clara plays Idaho and the Broncos should post their
Tom Kaney, San Diego first win of the season.
Navy 46-21; Coralita Carlson, COP
San Jose State will be idle tomorrow preparing for their tough
28-21; Jose Guillermo Gonzalez one against Stanford.
Riviera de la Guardia Choy RePREDICTION DEPARTMENT
villa, San Diego Navy 14-7; Betty
CALIFORNIA OVER SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Peterson, COP 20-14; Jack Fran
UCLA OVER WISCONSIN (If Cameron plays)
cis, San Diego Navy 35-28; Pat
STANFORD OVER WASHINGTON
Lamb, San Diego Navy 21-7;
WASHINGTON STATE OVER OREGON STATE
Shirley Wilson, The Navy of
SAN DIEGO NAVY AND COP TOSS-UP
course!; Artie the Persian Rug,
SANTA CLARA OVER IDAHO
San Diego Navy 50-7; Hebereta
BIDUKA OVER LELOW
Williams, COP 28-21.

STUDENTS, ACT NOW
—Cut Out This Ad —

SAVE HONEY
THIS AD WORTH

25°

... You can have your Laundry
DOUBLE WASHED AND TRIPLE RINSED
IN 100% SOFT WATER
only

.35

WASHED AND FLUFF DRIED.

.60

only

AND
WE'LL LOAD 'EM, WASH 'EM, FLUFF DRY
'EM AND FOLD 'EM IN 1 Vi HOURS
only .70
SHIRTS FINISHED—

Dress
Sport

.25
.35

DRY CLEANING—

THIS AD WORTH 25c IN TRADE ON WASHING AND DRYING
(Void After Nov. 8, 1952)
— FOR THE BEST AND FASTEST SERVICE —

Rolphe's Launderette

105 Hording Way at Commerce

Phone 4-3362
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SOCIETY
SOCIAL CALENDAR
TONIGHT, October 24
Epsilon Dance, 9-12
Archania Formal
Pacific Theatre Production
SATURDAY, October 25
C.O.P. vs. San Diego Navy (here)
P.S.A. Aftergame Dance
SUNDAY, October 26
Epsilon Lambda Sigma Tea
Mu Zeta Rho Tea
Religious Emphasis Week begins
THURSDAY, October 30
Sorority Rush Event
Pacific Theatre Production
Freshman Assembly
FRIDAY, October 31
West Hall—South Hall Dance
Pacific Theatre Production

BETROTH TOLD
AT ALPHA THETE

Epsilon Features
"Shipwreck" Dance

"Coffin Capers" At
Archania Tonight

Epsilon Lambda Sigma will hold
its annual "Shipwreck" dance to
night from 9 until 2 p.m.
General Chairman for the dance
will be Adrienne Knoles. Commit
tee heads are Pat Drake, decora
tions; Virginia Peyton, food; and
Gay Hansen, bids.

Featuring the music of Jimmy
Butler, Alpha Kappa Phi will
hold its semi-annual formal dance
at the fraternity house this even
ing from 9-12:30 p.m. Decorations
will be in a Halloween manner
with the theme "Coffin Capers."

KNOBBy

General chairman for the dance
is Werner Gehrke. Committee
heads are Jim Lane, decorations;
Don Tafjen, bids; A1 Adams, re
freshments; Lee Nave, favors;
and Keith Baker, chaperones.

Zeta Phi Begins
Rushing Season

Ed-Psych Faculty Will
Meet For 2nd Pig-nic

Zeta Phi sorority began its
rushing period last Thursday
evening with a formal dessert
from seven to eight-thirty. Mem
bers heading committees for the
affair were Marge Williams, Coralita Carlson, Faye Barnes, and
Marilyn Boggess.
Other invitational rush func
tions planned for the near future
are the following: Wednesday,
November 5 from 7:30 to 9:30, the
informal rush function which will
be based around a central theme;
November 6, 4:30 to 5:30, a coke
date; and the informal initiation,
November 13.

WRA Places Second
At Sacto Swim Meet

City
Slicker
Rain
Insurance
The best Raincoat of them
all —

Blue, Red, Yellow
The Coat 10.95
The Hat

1.95

KNOLEN'S PLAN
FUTURE SERVICE

Dean Bertholf, Elliott Taylor
and Dr. Knox acted as resource
leaders at the Men's Y discussion
meeting held last Tuesday even
ing in the Anderson Y.
The subject of the main ques
tion involved in the discussion was
what should and can be done
about COP standards. The leaders
answered questions that students
asked and many of the causes of
problems were brought to light.

Knolens, the senior woman's
honorary, held their second mee
ing of the semester last Sunday
evening at President Burns' horn1-With projects for the future as
the chief topic of discussion, the
group decided to hold their an
nual sucker sale prior to the San
ta Clara game. The campus is
warned to be on the look-out for
suckers bearing the slogan 'Beat
the Broncos'.
There are still some Knolen s
date books left for sale. These
date books served the campus last
semester as an unofficial social
calendar easily fastened into any
type binder. The date books axe
still only 25c.
They may be purchased at the
college book store or from Knolen
members: Donna Gebhart, presi
dent; June Hook, vice president;
Irene Marks Otis, secretary-treas
urer; Sue Thomson, historian;
Jody Wilcox, Jeane Lenfest, lone
Cuningham, Jeanne Hardie, and
Janice Comstock.

GRA Current Sponsor
Religious Emph. Week

Miss Barbara Messick an
nounced her engagement to Mr.
Robert Farnsworth during dinner
October 16 at Alpha Thete.
The table was decorated with
white daisies. A box of candy with
daisies on it was delivered to the
house during the meal, and it
contained a poem which revealed
the news.
Miss Messick, daughter of Mrs.
Harold Messick of Colusa, is a
junior majoring in elementary
education. She is a member of
Alpha Theta Tau, and was society
editor of the Weekly last year.
Mr. Farnsworth, son of Mr. and
Mrs. R. M. Farnsworth of Colusa,
attended Davis for two years. He
is now engaged in farming in
Colusa.
The couple is planning a Febru
ary wedding which will be held
in the Episcopal Church in Colusa.

2019 PACIFIC

Men's Y Discusses
COP Standards

This year the School of Educa
tion and Psychology Department
will hold its second annual Pig-nic
this afternoon in Victory Park at
3:30 p.m. The name was a term
coined by Mr. Edward Esser from
the department of Education.
The Pig-nic has Fall Harvest as
its incorporating theme. A spicy
pig named Pig-nic II will be the
main item on the menu.
Co-chairmen of the event are
Mr. Charles Hamilton and Dr. Wil
fred Mitchell. The feast is in cele
bration of the resumption of
school, which will bring the fac
ulty, respective wives and family
to the second annual picnic of its
kind.

Raranjado Photos
For This Week

The cabinet of College of Paci
fic's WRA, Women's Recreation
Photos to be taken next week
Association, met to plan the club's
for the Naranjado will be North
basketball season last Monday
Hall, Manor Hall, Rhizomia, and
night in the lobby of South Hall. the Quonsets on Tuesday, Octo
On November 12 the gym will be ber 28, from 1:00 o'clock to 6:00
open for those girls interested in o'clock in the Senate Room.
inter-house basketball under the
On Wednesday, October 29, at
WRA. The games between the the same time Omega Phi and
living groups will be held the fol Archania will have their pictures
lowing two weeks.
taken.

r

CORRECTION—
...UglFrMaf's JOHN BALL
Advertisements should have read
Tan and Grey Flannel Suits — 55.00

The Council of Religious Activi
ties, better known as CRA, is a
committee composed of represen
tatives from all religious groups
on campus.
They are currently sponsoring
Religious Emphasis Week which
begins on Sunday, October 26.
Officers for the group are Phil
Wogaman, president; Ursula Herrick, vice president; Marion Gereke, secretary; and Ed Womack,
treasurer.
Muller Is Newman
CRA also sponsors the annual
campus Christmas caroling event. Club President
They meet twice a month under
The Newman Club officers this
Dr. Painter's sponsorship.
year are: A1 Muller, president;
Dan Castilin, vice president; Helen
Wolber, secretary-treasurer; Pat
sy Moxness, corresponding secre
tary; Carol Goodwin, religious
chairman; and Father Ehomann,
The California Student Teachers chaplain.
Association filled two vacant of
The tentative plans for this
fices at a special meeting Monday
year are to have a communion
night.
breakfast October 26 at
Sr.
Darlene Grentz was elected Luke's at 9:00 and on the same
president of CSTA and John Fla
date an initiation supper at 6:00
herty was elected to fill the 2nd
p.m. in the evening.
Vice Presidency vacancy. Other
All Catholic students are in
officers of the organization are
Helen Flaharty, 1st Vice Presi vited to attend the next Tuesday
dent; Bev Mahon, secretary; and morning meeting at 11:00 in An
derson Y.
Jeanne Lenfest, Treasurer.

GSTA Fills 2 Offices
Isi Special Election

A membership drive is now in
progress. Membership in CSTA
gives the same benefits as the
California Teachers Association,
including a subscription for the
CTA Journal. The fee for mem
bership is $2.50. A dollar is for
the local fund and $1.50 is for
national dues and CTA Journal
subscription.

Church Council
Plans Student
Essay Contest

T h e National Council of
Churches has announced plans
for a national essay contest on
the Point IV Program with prize
awards totaling $1800.
The contest, which runs from
November 1 to March 31, is open
to all Americans between the
ages of 15 to 23. Prizes will be
awarded to two groups, the 15 to
18 year High School age contest
ants and the college ages of 19
to 23. Winners will be announced
May 15, 1953.
The essays must be kept to
one thousand words or less and
must deal with the moral respon
sibilities of the U. S. to underde
veloped countries of the world.
Students may choose any topic
under this heading.
Information leaflets and con
test instructions may be obtained
from the Point IV Essay Commit
tee, National Council of Churches,
79 E. Adams St., Chicago 3, 111.

ROOM FOR RENT—
1619 W. Alpine — Kitchen
and House Privileges — $30
a mo. — Ph. 4-2311.

Vespers Offer Quiet
Hour In Busy Week
Evening vespers is an oppor
tunity for students to pray and
meditate in the beautiful atmos
phere of Morris Chapel.
Every Wednesday night from 7
to 7:30 evening vespers are held.
This service differs from Tues
day Chapel in that a regular pro
gram is not presented. Organ
music, spoken and sung messages,
planned and led by students, is
used only as an aid to meditation.
Vespers are a part and an out
growth of the Council of Reli
gious Activities. The committee
in charge consists of the follow
ing people: David Wayne and Jenean Frane, co-chairmen; Shir
ley Dacker, Secretary; and Clare
Behrens, Publicity.

NEW BIBLE SPEAKS
OUR LANGUAGE
When the King James version
of the Bible came out in 1611, it
was considered to be an accurate
translation, contemporary to the
times. But this is no longer 1611.
Words such as "let," that meant
"prohibit" then, have a different
meaning now. The Bible didn't
change with the times as did
language. So it became necessary
to rewrite the historical book.
After a decade of writing and
rewriting by the country's fore
most scholars, the new edition has
finally been published. It con
tains all of the facts that are
found in the King James version
but this edition is more easily
understood because it "speaks our
language."

Soph. Women's
Honorary Initiates
New Members

Forum Arts
Oct. 24 Pacific Theatre

Tau Gamma's Dinner
Climaxes Rush Season
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Sorority

Rushing Calendar

A semi-formal dinner at "Min
Oct. 26 Religious Perspective
On Wednesday, October 15, at
Miss Monroe's office, Friday Oct. 24 until 5 o'clock
Forum, Evening Chapel Speak nie's" climaxed Tau Gamma Sig- Sign Up
ma's rush season on Monday,
7:30, Sophomore Women's Honor
Monday, Oct. 27
er, Dr. Herbert Otwell
October 20.
Opening tea
Thursday, Oct. 30
ary initiated their new members Oct. 28 Tuesday Chapel 11:00
7-8
—
Tau
Kappa
Kappa
into the club. The meeting was
President Jane Lacey presided
Faculty Recital
7:30-8:30 — Mu Zeta Rho
held at the home of Miss Monroe,
over
the candle light ceremonies
Oct. 20 Pacific Theatre
Dean of Women.
8-9 — Alpha Theta Tau
in which members received their
8:30-9:30 — Epsilon Lambda Sigma
The group joined in general Oct. 31 Pacific Theatre
pins. Pins were given to Maxine
Coke date
Invitational
Saturday, Nov. 1
discussion of project is they would
Osborne
and
Mary
Fiske.
New
Nov. 1 Pacific Theatre
2-3
—
Epsilon
Lambda
Sigma
like to work on and carry out.
pledges are Betty Ann Deering
2:30-3:30 — Alpha Theta Tau
The decision was to usher for the
and Sandra Alberti.
3-4 — Mu Zeta Rho
annual "Messiah" given near
Miss Harriett Monroe and Tau
3:30-4:30— Tau Kappa Kappa
Christmas time. The girls also
Gamma's sponsors, Miss Gladys Informal Dinner
Invitational
6:30-8:30
thought of work off campus. One
Benerd and Miss Harriett Shel
Tau Kappa Kappa — Monday, Nov. 3
By RUSTY AND LOU
idea was to give a Christmas pro
don were the honored guests.
Alpha Theta Tau — Tuesday, Nov. 4
gram for the children's ward of
Your Nylons . . .
Mu Zeta Rho — Wednesday, Nov. 5
the County Hospital.
We don't have to say that ny
Epsilon Lambda Sigma — Thursday, Nov. 6
The girls have been working as lon shirts have become popular
Pledging Sign Up — Dean Monroe's before noon, Monday, Nov. 10
a group on setting up of the card this year. The most popular of
stunts for the football games. The the nylon family is the nylon seer
group also talked of projects to sucker shirt, made of either the
Canterbury Club
raise money.
big seers or the little seers, and
Gets New Advisor
By YVONNE YEARIAN
After the initiation and the if you wear one you'll be a sucker.
meeting, refreshments w e r e
Miss Margaret St. George, As
The nylon shirts can be worn
You now can take a dizzy ride
The first in a series of Faculty
served.
beautifully and also can be worn on a roller coaster — sitting in a sociate Professor of Art Educa
Firesides
was held Wednesday
tion at the College of the Pacific,
on you. (They look better that movie seat.
has been appointed the Faculty night, October 22, at Dean Berway.) You can buy these nylons
You'll gasp, get clammy hands. Advisor of the Canterbury Club of tholf's home.
in various colors, such as: InfraIt's real.
It was an informal gathering
Episcopal Students it was an
Red, which is very sexy. It can
Dr. Herbert Otwell, Associate be worn to a dance especially
It's Cinerama, the movie system nounced by the Rev. C. T. Abbott, of the students with Dean and
Professor of Old Testament at well, because you will be able to of projecting pictures which gives Jr., Episcopal Chaplain. Before Mrs. Bertholf acting as hosts. The
Pacific School of Religion in Ber sneak in without anyone seeing an illusion of the third dimension coming to the College of the Paci discussion was concerned with the
keley, will be the speaker at Tues you. But be sure you don't walk depth. Its premiere was last week fic, Miss St. George was the Fac topic, "How Can I Keep My Re
ulty Advisor for the Episcopal ligion and Still Believe What
day Chapel. His topic "Religion, under an infra-red .lamp because in New York City.
Students at the University of Min Science Teaches?"
So What," will be the general that's sure to give you away.
The film is projected on a
These fireside gatherings are
theme for the whole Religious
Another color that is beautiful curved screen. It's like looking nesota where she was Professor
Emphasis Week.
being promoted through the Cam
is Ultra-Violet. If you would like into the bottom of a "U". The of Art.
pus Affairs Commission to bring
The Women's Choir, under the to be seen from a distance, wear screen is about six times the size R. E. WEEK
about a more personal relation
direction of Arthur Holton will an ultra-violet nylon, you'll show of the ones in ordinary theaters.
Religious Emphasis week by ship between the faculty members
sing, "Jehovah, I Would Sing Thy up for a mile. Pea-green is very
Episcopal
Students on campus and the students and to overcome
The
image
on
the
screen
is
not
Praise." Mr. Allan Bacon will nice and also sun lamp pink.
There are many different varieties one picture. It really is three. In will will begin with an open the formal atmosphere of the
play the organ.
to choose from, and you know making the movie, the photo house at the home of the Rev. C. classroom.
grapher uses a camera with three T. Abbott, Jr., Episcopal Chap
Both students and faculty mem
that variety is the spice of life.
lenses. One looks straight ahead, lain, 1039 Douglas Road, Lincoln bers profit by these social gather
Washing your Nylons . . .
a second to the left and a third to Village, on Monday, October 27th ings where they all get together
Taking care of your new nylon the right. The projection is the from 7:30-9:30 p.m.
to become better acquainted.
shirt is very important. How you same way. You see three pictures
Cars will leave from Anderson
This was the first fireside gath
By SHIRLEY DYKE
wash it and protect it will depend joined together as one on the big "Y" at 7:30 p.m. for the Monday ering and more are scheduled to
Miss Ray Salisbury, recently on how it looks and wears. You screen. Because of the curve in night open house. On Tuesday come. They largely depend upon
from London, England, is our fea should wash the nylon in boiling the screen, you get the illusion of Episcopal Students will meet for the interest of the students.
lunch in the Cafeteria. On next
ture foreign student of the week. hot water directly after wearing depth.
Wednesday and every Wednesday
She is a freshman drama student, it for a few months. This protects
The
most
exciting
sequence
in
and chose Pacific for its excellent the shirt from acid perspiration the film, "This Is Cinerama," was the students meet in Morris Chap
that rot the fibers. If you don't
el for the Holy Communion at 7:00
drama department.
Dr. John Ottwell of the Pacific
like the color you bought, put a the opening one. This took the a.m. Mr. Peter Gibson is Canter
Ray, who has only been in the
audience
on
a
roller
coaster
ride
School of Religion will be guest
little blueing in the water, heaven
bury Club president.
United States for eight weeks, was
speaker at a dinner-meeting in
only knows what will happen. with all the realism of being in
overwhelmed by the largeness of
the
front
coaster
seat.
the upstairs Anderson Y next
After washing you should rinse
this country. She was also quite
Monday evening at 6:00. This pro
it in ice cold water adding a tea
amazed by the amount of food
gram, which was organized by
spoon of vinegar, this brings out New Dietician Has
that we have. In England several
Marian Gercke, is under the auspi
the color. After you do all this,
Good Background
items are still rationed such as
ces of the Men's and Women's Y,
the shirt will probably be shrunk
meat, all fats, candy, eggs, bacon,
but any interested students may
en out of shape so stretch it out
"The food's much better this
New officers of Alpha Epsilon attend. Question and Answer Per
bananas, milk and several other and allow it to dry.
year," is the remark currently Rho were elected at its last meet
items. The prices here in the
iod will follow.
Don't dry your nylon with an being heard on campus. And the ing.
United States are 3 to 4 times
From October 24 to 26 an inter
ironing iron because this will reason the food is good is be
more expensive.
AEP, the national radio and collegiate Y conference of the
burn it. Also don't put it in the cause of the efficiency of our
Ray thinks that the education sun to dry, because this will new food manager, Miss Handy. television honorary, owns and op members of the Northern section
erates the campus radio station, of the Southwest will be held at
in England is much more diffi shrink it to midget size and if
Miss Handy, a native of Massa KCVN. It is also the first na Camp Campbell in the Santa Cruz
cult. Also, there are not nearly so you aren't a midget you wouldn't
many outside activities. She feels like it. Protect your nylon shirt chusetts, has had much experi tional radio fraternity on the West mountains. Earl Flegal and Ur
that the slum areas in England from Body Order (B.O.) by spray ence managing both dining halls Coast.
sula Herrick are the co-chairare much worse than ours. The ing it with that new deodorant, and dorms. Previous to coming
Elected president was Bob men of the northern section.
Officers of the Anderson Y will
homes in the United States have Phew. So next time you go into to Pacific she was head of dining Steres; vice-president, Jeanne
much more room than those in a drug store, look the druggist hall and dorms at Stanford for Hardie; secretary, Roz Sloss; meet with Edward Nestigen, na
nine years; she was also at Uni treasurer, Keith Baker; recorder, tional program Secretary of the
England.
straight in the eye and say Phew.
versity of Richester for fifteen John Orton; historian, Jim Leh Student YMCA, on Wednesday
Our drive-in motor movies were
Remember, if you want to look
most surprising to her. They have your best, buy a new nylon crea years. She studied at Simmons man.
evening, October 29
no such things as our drug stores tion today. The only place you College in Boston and received
and juke-boxes, and she was can buy these shirts is at Sears- her Master's degree at Columbia
greatly surprised upon seeing Roebuck & Co., and if you buy University.
them. Ray reports that the Eng them there you will be a SeersMiss Handy says that she is
lish are more conservative in Sucker.
very fond of California, and I'm
dancing, but quite a bit of our
Jim Taylor, noted jazz violinist, sure California is equally fond
popular music has been imported is sporting them this year.
of her.
to England. When she left Eng-i
land, "High Noon" was one of
their most popular and most
heard records.
Ray has a definite English ac
cent, but she has not had too
Take those
A L L M O D E L S — Liberal T r a d e I ns
much difficulty with our "slang."
SWEATERS . . .
She has had trouble, however,
— Terms Can Be Arranged —
SLACKS . . .
pronouncing her "r's". This is her
SKIRTS . .
to
first visit to the United States, and
she reports that everyone has
been much friendlier than she an
ticipated. Ray likes Pacific very
2314 PACIFIC AVE.
much, and Pacific likes Ray
PHONE 2-7774
Salisbury from England.

Campus Fads

Cinerama Movie
Beats Feelovisior

Dean Bertholf Hosts
First Faculty Fireside

Tuesday Chapel

English Drama Student
Overwhelmed By U.S.

Y NOTES

A E Rho Elects
New Officers

PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS

NO NEED TO PUZZLE!

College Cleaners

SMITH-CORONA
REMIN0T0N
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Circulation Editor
(Whoever you may be)
Pacific Weekly:
Would you please put my name
on the circulation list of your fine
paper and also give my love to
the entire staff. Thanking you in
advance, I remain,
CLARK CHATFIELD
Company 699
Jack Francis, Business Manager
USNTC
San Diego 33, Calif.
Jose Gonzalez

Sue Thomson, Editor
Assistant Business Manager
Copy Editor
News Editor
Sports Editor
Society Editor —
..
arcuiation Manager
Photographer
Staff Typist
Cartoonist
Faculty Advisor

—

_

_ Coralita Carlson
Huberta Williams
™".
Gene Sosnick
Betty Jo Peterson, Adrienne Knoles
—
Estelle Gibson
Robert Young
Joyce Lopez
Margie Damner
jim Morrison

^eP°r*ers:
B°vero» Diane Davmroy, Christine de Sarro, Shirley Dyke,
Mike Franceschini, Vince Gomez, Marilyn Griffin, Estelle Gibson, Harry Hall,
Jeanne Hardie, Norman Harris, Ed Kahn, Ron Leineke, Neila Neilsen, Jiin
Pickering, Nadine Reasoner, Yvonne Yearian, Pat Lamb, George Moscone,
Marilyn McClure, Ray Rustigin, Lou Rovens.
Muldowney

Stockton

Editorial
Students have always looked forward to Homecoming
as one of the two big weekends in the year.
It's always been our task during that time to put on a
show for returning grads so that they will leave the campus
in a happy, party spirit, feeling that college hasn't changed
so much after all. The weekend has always been pushed by
careful planning, much publicity, and resulting spontaneity.
This year something seems to have gone wrong. Home
coming was a chore, which was so time-consuming and
bothersome that it was put off until the very last minute
then thrown together and heaped into two exhausting days.
On this campus, which has always been crowded for
events, a move was made last semester to do away with
some of the homecoming tension and feverish activity. A
Homecoming evaluating committee was set up to suggest
easier plans of attack for the weekend. That group, how
ever, didn't have a chance to function, for Homecoming
wasn't an advance-planned event this year.
In fact, there seemed a reluctance to take any respon
sibility. And once the responsibility was forced—procrastin
ation was the theme of the day.
The whole celebration was one big-head-ache of con
fusion. Dates were changed at the last minute, hours were
changed, functions were changed, outside help was loaned
to insure the success of the affair.
I predict that there will be another round of Homecom
ing evaluating committee meetings soon to try to correct
the situation that occurred this year. Perhaps the experience
of last minute rush-rush-rush will be the basis for an earlyplanned and well-worked out 1953 Homecoming that will
be fun for everyone—planners and celebrants alike.

Special Events Boost
Sea-Going Theme
Since COP is playing San Diego
Navy tomorrow night, the theme
of the pre-game and half-time ac
tivities will be sea-going.
The A Cappella Choir will sing
the Navy Hymn. The Naval elec
tronics drill team and band from
Treasure Island (which won first
place in the Homecoming Parade)
will perform as will the Marine
drill team, second place winners
in the homecoming parade.

I am a little card.
During card stunts, please
watch the yell leader. He will tell
you what to do with me.
Please clip the instruction sheet
to the person in front of you.
Please hold me lengthwise at
eye level.
Please make sure you are show
ing my right color.
Be sure that you are doing the
correct stunt number.
When the last stunt has been
completed, please do not throw
me, I have a job to do next week.

Speaking for the rally commit
tee, I want to thank all of the
students at COP for their excel
lent cooperation with the card
stunts at the San Jose game.
Every one who saw the stunts
said that they were the most per
fect and best stunts in COP's his
tory. This would not have been
possible without the students' co
operation. We are looking for
ward to the same quality of co
operation at the San Diego Navy
and Santa Clara games.
Signed: "PECK"
Dear Editor:
As a one time Pacific yell lead
er, I saw something Saturday
night that warmed the cockles of
my heart.
So often at the end of a game,
each rooting section rushes into
its hymn with scant regard to
the hymn of the other school. But
that Saturday night, as Pacific's
rooting section was about to sing,
the high school band swung into
the Texas Tech hymn. Instead of
going on and drowning out by
sheer weight of numbers this
music across the way, Pacific's
leaders held up the singing until
their band was finished. What is
more, the members of our root
ing section stayed, listened, and
then sang our hymn.
It used to be that closing cere
monies were pre-arranged by the
yell leaders and rally committee
to prevent the clash of singing.
Perhaps as a result of the spon
taneous and courteous action of
that Saturday night, we are ready
to re-establish this courtesy as a
regular practice.
Sincerely,
HAROLD S. JACOBY, '28

Awards Terminate
H'coming Week Work

Last Saturday afternoon tro
phies were awarded to the out
standing floats and comic skits
in the Homecoming Parade.
In the float division West Hail
took first, North Hall second and
the Combined Sorority Group,
third. The winners in the comic
skits were Rho Lambda Phi first
and Alpha Kappa Phi second.
Trophies for house decorations
were awarded to the fraternities
with Omega Phi first, Rho Lamb
da Phi second, and Archania,
third.

the family's nextdoor neighbors:
"We are going to move away.
Representing the Navy from
The mother of a seven-year-old Mother and daddy found a house
Stockton will be the Stockton
group Pacific Reserve Fleet Drill girl recently intercepted, and con they think it is very nice. I hope
fiscated, the following letter, you have a nice time without us,
Team.
written by her daughter to one of too."
The Civilian Naval Reserve
group will also produce its show
manship ability. It should be no
. . . SCHOOL SUPPLIES . . .
ted that this drill team is com
posed of volunteers who plan and
. . . NOVELTIES . . .
work up these stunts on their
own time. Most of the officers
for the team are chosen by the
3224 Pacific Ave.
Phone 3-9966
men themselves.
Chuck Tolhurst and Ted Tiss,
newly appointed special events di
THE TOY BOX
rectors are credited with the or
ganization of these activities. Aid
— EVERYTHING IN TOYS —
ing them are Beverly Lloyd and
3220 Pacific Ave.
Phone 4-7170
Carol Young.
j

PACIFIC 5 & 10

"I have the most horrible feeling that no one's noticing me

Frosh Queen Enjoys
H'coming Parade Ride

FISH, ANYONE
West Hall has everything — in
cluding their own fish pond.

Phyllis Pyle, the candidate spon Monday night, November 20,
sored by North Hall, won the Barbara Bliss was minding her
closely contested race for fresh own business and lo and behold
man queen of homecoming.
what does she find but a bunch of
fish
swimming around in the odd
A 5' 5" brunette who hails from
Orinda, Phyllis is an education est place. Well, to say the very
major; but she also loves to ski least, it caused a minor sensation
and spends as much time as possi on first floor. Where the fish
came from is a complete mystery.
ble at Soda Springs.
When asked how she enjoyed
the parade she replied, "Oh, it
was lots of fun!"

CALVIN'S

Pete Davanis Receives
Order Of Tiger's Tail
Pete Davanis, a Pacific gradu
ate, was presented with an honor
ary Student Body card and a
framed embossed certificate at
the President's Convocation on
October 16. The certificate read,
"To Pete Davanis, the royal order
of the Tiger Tail for meritorious
service to his college."
Pete played the role of Tommy
Tiger for numerous years as an
undergraduate and also after his
commencement from Pracific. It
was through his portrayal of our
mascot that the great tradition of
Tommy Tiger was built up.
Because of Pete's spirited duties
and services to the college, the
Senate felt that he should receive
this award.

MIRACLE MUSIC
2363 Pacific Ave.
Ph. 3-1536

"Special This
Week Only"
3 SPEED PORTABLE
PHONOGRAPH
Reg. 29.95

Now 21.95
See
TED HERMAN
and
SANDY SENDEROV
At

MIRACLE MUSIC

SURE—
When it's
time out from
studies and classes
try the-
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— YOUR ON CAMPUS FOUNTAIN —

